Let's DAO It!
"Best Day Ever!"
ShapeShift DAO and ICHI have launched a stable asset called $oneFOX. This was done to retain more value within the FOX economy. FOX can use its own $oneFOX to create dollar-denominated exposure/loans in decentralized finance. The proposal has already passed ShapeShift DAO through various channels. The ShapeShift community rallied together to help FOX take notes. The FOX community will be incentivized to retain $oneFOX for the future by migrating a portion of their holding into FOX Mellon’s new stable asset. The TOKEMAK reactor is now live and incentivizing single-sided liquidity for FOX. We are super excited for this collaboration with oneFOX and ICHI. The TOKEMAK reactor provides the ability to trade FOX for the first time, opening the door for FOX chain swaps for FOX for the first time, enabling decentralized cross-chain swaps for FOX on THORChain.

Treasury and Government
The event was exciting and nerve wracking for some. This was by far the most exciting story of the month. The ShapeShift community continues to work hand-in-hand with the TOKEMAK reactor. FOX borders on becoming the primary vessel through which demokracia and the engineering workstreams can contribute to the creation of the world’s best crypto liquidity engines. The TOKEMAK reactor provides, ShapeShift can continue its mission of full decentralization by launching the new open-source, self-custodial, multi-chain, and borderless. We add no fees to our users, and we impose no analytics or user tracking of any sort. The TOKEMAK reactor is now live and incentivizing single-sided liquidity for FOX. We are super excited for this collaboration with oneFOX and ICHI. The TOKEMAK reactor provides the ability to trade FOX for the first time, opening the door for FOX chain swaps for FOX for the first time, enabling decentralized cross-chain swaps for FOX on THORChain.

ShapeShift DAO’s liquidity holders to LP on THORChain.

One of the most important proposals which have passed in my month was the creation of the Treasury Management and Diversification Committee under the Tokenomics Workstream. This Committee consists of five qualified community members who are responsible for the proper utilization of the FOX community’s $1M FOX:RUNEToken Swap.
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FOX won first place in The C.o.R.E.2. Event on Tokemak.
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